LACQUER & METAL PARTS
LACQUER FROM CD, WAV or AIFF files (per side)..........................................$165.00
Erika Records is NOT responsible for problems occurring from client supplied lacquers, NO EXCEPTIONS.
2 STEP PROCESSING - Mother & Stamper - limited (per side)........................................$138.00
OR
3 STEP PROCESSING - Father, Mother & Stamper -(per side)........................................$215.00

10”
vinyl
www.erikarecord.com

NOTE: 3 step processing recommended for larger quantity pressings, 3000+ records

TEST PRESSINGS -Black 6 peices...........................................................................$70.00
Extra tests ......................................................................................................$3.10 each
EXTRA STAMPERS- 1 set of stampers for every 1000 records is required.
per side.........................................................................................................................$60.00

Additional stampers requred for all color, specialty records, and changes in record weight.

RECORD PRESSING

Packaging & Additional Information

Includes house white dustsleeves
$1.24 BLACK
$1.45 STOCK COLOR Transparent:
Clear, Blue, Green, Red, Non-Metallic Gold

One Record Insertion into standard jacket.............No Charge
-Insertion into house sleeve or custom sleeve...........No Charge
-Additional Records into Jacket........................................5¢ each
-Handling of Tip On or Gatefold Jacket..........................4¢ each
-For insertion into other specialty jackets call for quote.
*NOTE only one record allowed in single disc jacket, no exceptions.

$1.60 PMS COLOR MIX or WHITE *

White Polylined dustsleeves............................................22¢ each
Automated stickering (stickers to our specs)...............10¢ each

$2.25 2-color SPLIT or BLEND STOCK COLORS
$2.35 2-color SPLIT or BLEND PMS COLORS *

-Does note include clear background stickers or barcode stickers

Manual stickering on Jacket or Polybag..........................18¢ each

$3.24 3-color SPLIT or BLEND STOCK COLORS

-Stickers must be on roll and to our specifications

$3.49 3-color SPLIT or BLEND PMS COLORS*

Insertion charge (standard insert)...................................10¢ each

$3.39 SPLATTER 1- STOCK COLOR + Clear Base

-Insertion of insert into Tip On or Gatefold Jacket................15¢ each
-For inserts more than one page call for quote.

-Additonal color 6¢ per stock color
-For other colors call for quote.
*Some restrictions may apply.

Shrinkwrap (standard).....................................................15¢ each

NOTE: custom colors can be created by mixing different colors together.
However we cannot guarantee a perfect match.

SET UP CHARGES FOR UNDER 500 PIECES:
-Black $85

-Two Color $165

-Stock Color $105

-Three Color $205

-Custom PMS $130

-Splatter $205

LABELS per set
QTY
500
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000+

1-COLOR*
$135
$160
$200
$262
$305
$364

-Gatefold or TipOnShrinkwrap...................................................20¢ each
-For shrinkwrap of other types of packaging please call for quote.

Double Boxing per box..................................................$3.00 each
*Large Center Hole.......................................additional 15¢ each
*Etch or Records without Labels........additional 15¢ per record
-Signed waiver needed

*Please see specialty information sheet.

LABEL SIZE: 3 5/8” DIAMETER

Other label charges:
-Plain white labels - 5¢ per side.

2-COLOR
$160
$190
$240
$305
$365
$440

4-COLOR
$300
$310
$385
$485
$560
$685

-1-color includes-stock background, various colors available
with BLACK IMPRINT only. SEE OUR COLOR CHART.
-On 2-color labels maximum ink charge $25 if not on COLOR
CHART.
-For Non-standard: Metallic or Neon color add $45 per color.
**Center label must be printed in house. No exceptions.
** Labels are subjected to high temperature during manufacturing, and this
may cause colors to vary slightly, often “yellowing” lighter colors. Also note
that PMS inks that contin more than 50% white will turn more yellow when
heated as part of the production process.

Terms and Conditions

75% deposit due with order- remaining 25% plus estimated shipping due upon test pressing approval and payable upon initial delivery F.O.B. Buena Park, CA. -Over/under runs: plus or minus 10% of amount ordered shall constitute a complete
order. You will be billed for actual finished quantity. –Sales tax where applicable.
Drop shipping is available. Alls shipping costs are paid by customer.
Check, cashier’s check, money order, cash and credit card accepted: there is a 3.5% convenience charge for the use of credit cards. Visa or Mastercard accepted. Allow 7 days for check(s) to clear.
NOTE: Erika Records Inc. is not responsible for inactive parts and merchandise after 3 months. Prices and availability are subject to changes without notice.
The placement of an order with us is your guarantee that you own the copyright to the material to be pressed, or that you have the copyright owner(s)’ permission to reproduce the material.
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